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I am an Electrician /Service agent for my company and have been for many many years. Traveling 
over 200km a day. 
 
I have been fined over 4 times in a 3 year period . All fines have been low range 1 km over the % 
limit. 
 
I am not out to break the law, I am just driving to the condition uphill and down, and this is where I 
seem to be making a slight mistake in speed control. 
 
Since these units have been introduced it has caused me more stress as I suffer PSTD (being Treated) 
by a past police incident caused by them. I worried about losing my license and losing my job losing 
income and not being able to pay my bills and insurers to keep my family and others safe. 
 
It is a very big price to pay for such a little fine. Which can add up in such a short time. 
 
I believe you are trying your best to bring the toll of injury down, but you are delusional. 
 
Your Campaign "Towards Zero" is pie in the sky. 
 
Put yourself back at 18, you were invincible in sport love, and adventure. 
every 18 + year old will take on that superperson attitude. 
you can not stop this, and it happens every day a young man or girl hops behind a wheel of a car, so 
rethink your campaign.  
 
But I digress, have these guys out and about, in fact, put the car there all signed up even a police car 
at spots you feel you need to, watch the change in attitude . 
 
Put the signs back cause you will have people like me check our speed and find we may be 1 or 2 km 
over and quickly slow down but the 10 to 20 not so likely. 
 
The most car today has an adaptive crash sensor, now some have people sensor indicators to stop 
the car even quicker. 
 
You fine us assuming we have no intelligence in driving and in our cars these days.  
 
So I also believe this will fall on deaf ears but for me, it's good therapy to release anxiety stress, 
suffer everyday driving. 


